3D hydrogel-based microwell arrays as a tumor microenvironment model to study breast cancer growth.
The tumor microenvironment (TME) is distinctly heterogeneous and is involved in tumor growth, metastasis, and drug resistance. Mimicking this diverse microenvironment is essential for understanding tumor growth and metastasis. Despite the substantial scientific progress made with traditional cell culture methods, microfabricated three-dimensional (3D) cell cultures that can be precisely controlled to mimic the changes occur in the TME over tumor progression are necessary for simulating organ-specific TME in vitro. In this research, to simulate the breast cancer TME, microwell arrays of defined geometry and dimensions were fabricated using photo-reactive hydrogels for a cancer cell line and primary explant tissue culture. Microwell arrays fabricated from 4-arm polyethylene glycol acrylate and methacrylated gelatin with different degrees of methacrylation for controlled cell-matrix interactions and tunable stiffness were used to create a platform for studying the effects of distinct hydrogel compositions and stiffness on tumor formation. Using these microwell arrays, size-controlled spheroids of human breast cancer cell line HCC1806 were formed and the cell attachment properties, viability, metabolic activity, and migration levels of these spheroids were examined. In addition, primary mammary organoid tissues explanted from mice were successfully cultured in these hydrogel-based microwell arrays and the organoid morphology and viability, as well as organoid branching were studied. The microwell array platform developed and characterized in this study could be useful for generating a tissue-specific TME for in vitro high throughput studies of breast cancer development and progression as well as in drug screening studies for breast cancer treatment.